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This term Pupil Curriculum Leaders have been gathering pupil voice on homework.  

PCLs were tasked with finding out 
what makes homework useful. 
Over one hundred   pupils were 
surveyed from years 7-10.  

Here is a flavour of what pupils 
said about homework. PCLS have 
fed back to Curriculum  Leaders. 

“It helps the key terms and concepts 

stick in my memory.” Y10, Philosophy 
& Ethics 

“It’s good to revise and catch-up 

on missed work.”  
Y10, Computer Science  

“It’s less stressful to have time to 

complete the work at home.” Y10 
Business Studies & Enterprise 

“It’s useful to get your parents      

involved.” Y7, Maths 

Summary 

PCLs discovered that pupils find homework most useful when: 

 it helps learn key words and information 

 it gives an opportunity to practise recall of knowledge 

 it gives a chance to practise skills  

 it provides a way of catching-up on missed work 

 it helps pupils to improve their work 

 parents can be involved. 



Christie Fundraiser Thursday 23rd May 
The Year 9 Academy Council team raised a staggering £947.52 from their charitable auction.  

Thank you to everybody who supported us with a special evening.  

Academy Council and Eco club 
 

The Academy Council have completed two single use plastic bottle collections across all form 

groups. Our first bottle collection consisted of 1,190 bottles and our most recent bottle collection 

was a colossal amount just short of 3,000. 

The team have started work on the garden and greenhouse but there is still a lot of work to be 

done, this will take place again on Wednesday 17th July and hopefully our greenhouse will be up 

ready for the summer.  


